A Feature Length Documentary:
Directed and Co-produced by
Isabel Peppard & Josie Hess
Produced by Karina Astrup

Academic Package
$450 AUD or more

Feminist/Sex Positive/Ethical porn is a growing
area of study. This package includes a screening +
skype (or in person Q&A in the Melbourne, region),
at your school or club.

What is Ethical Porn:

Ethical porn is a series of workplace practices that we engage with to uphold ethical standards across the production
process. In terms of the practical application during pre-production, we do a lot of ground work with performers to create a framework for ensuring communication is open. We
actively collaborate with individuals for their own scenes to
make sure it is not only something that they consent to, but
also feel is right for them.

What is Feminist Porn:

'Morgana' is a nuanced and artistic character portrait of a 50 year old conservative rural Australian housewife,
who re-invents herself as a sex-positive, age-positive, pan-sexual feminist porn star, after living for two decades
in a loveless marriage.
As female directors we were attracted to Morgana, because she is a fascinating, complex protagonist, who
naturally challenges expectations of a middle-aged woman’s character, sexuality and place in the world.

“My upbringing was incredibly repressed, with alot of shame and silence around sexuality. Capturing
my sexuality on film and having others engage with my story gave me a newfound confidence within
myself.”

A new wave of feminist porn, created from the female point
of view, is empowering men and women by highlighting
diverse sexualities and bodies.
“Porn made with feminist values, is about showing an authentic representation of human sexuality.”
Erika Lust

What is Sex Positivity:

Sex positivity is “an attitude towards human sexuality that
regards all consensual sexual activities as fundamentally
healthy and pleasurable, encouraging sexual pleasure and
experimentation. The sex-positive movement is a social and
philosophical movement that advocates these attitudes.

Morgana Muses

Please join us to support getting this creative, unique and boundary pushing documentary made. We have on offer an academic package available, where your school
or club can have it’s own private film screening and skype Q&A with the directors for educational purposes, covering topics such as Feminist/Sex Positive/Ethical Porn,
and why women are choosing to redefine the image of female sexuality, which is so unrealistically portrayed by the mainstream porn industry.
CLICK THROUGH to our Kickstarter Campaign!
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